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Java SE 7 (JSR 336)

• Key proposed features
  > JSR 203: More New I/O APIs
  > JSR 292: “InvokeDynamic”
  > JSR 334: Small Language Changes (“Project Coin”)

• EG formation: *Ends this week* (Friday 14 January)

• Schedule
  > EDR January 2011
  > PR March 2011
  > PFD May 2011
  > FR July 2011
Java SE 7 RI Schedule (JDK 7)

2010/12/16  Feature Complete
2011/04/12  Rampdown start: P1-P3 bugs only
2011/04/28  API/interface changes: Showstoppers only
2011/05/11  All targeted bugs addressed
             First release candidate built
2011/05/18  Bug fixes: Showstoppers only
2011/06/08  Final test cycle starts
2011/07/28  General Availability

http://openjdk.java.net/projects/jdk7/
Java SE 8 (JSR 337)

• Key proposed features
  > JSR 308: Type Annotations
  > JSR TBD: More Small Language Changes
  > JSR TBD: Lambda Expressions *etc.* ("Project Lambda")
  > JSR TBD: Java Native Module System ("Project Jigsaw")

• Schedule
  > EDR  September 2011
  > PR   February 2012
  > PFD  May 2012
  > FR   October 2012
The preceding is intended to outline our general product direction. It is intended for information purposes only, and may not be incorporated into any contract. It is not a commitment to deliver any material, code, or functionality, and should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions. The development, release, and timing of any features or functionality described for Oracle’s products remains at the sole discretion of Oracle.